
VASHA 
The Dominant Diva 

 

Age: 12 weeks 

Sex: Female 

Weight: 10 lbs 

Breed: Bull Dog-Lab Mix   

 

PERSONALITY 
Vasha and Cuppy Cake were born fraternal twins, 
with Vasha born 2nd. Obvious the two look nothing 
alike as they are not identical twins but surprisingly 
the pair act nothing alike either. Vasha is an 
independant dominant female who marches to the 
beat of her own drum. Fierce, feisty and fun-loving 
can be used to describe Vasha most days while the 
other shes just lazy, laid-back and loving. Easily 
wound up and ready to play fight at any time Vasha 
knows when she's had enough and lets it be known. 
Diva like attitude, Vashsa will only come to you when 
she wants you otherwise she will remain wherever 
she is at that moment like she just ignored you. 
Serious as she can be at times this sweet girl is going 
to grow up being the soul love and protector for her 
furever human. 
 

 

HEALTH & GROOMING 
Vasha and siblings are all the same in the fact they 
all need little to minimal grooming because they have 
short hair that doesn't shed. However to prepare 
them all we have began a routine of weekly bathing 
and brushing to get them used to it for future 
enjoyment. As for health Vasha is in very good health 
as she is the largest female puppy in the pack. She too 
has had two sets of vaccinations and two rounds of 
parasite medication. Upcoming at 16 weeks they all 
will receive their third and final booster vaccine 
along with a rabies shot and final deworming. At 6 
months all of the puppies adopted or not are to be 
spayed and neutered as its a requirement even for 
those previously adopted puppies since we have an 
added clause in the contract. Despite Vasha and 
siblings being ready for adoption they will still need 
to be altered in the near future however all are still 
up to date on everything they need at this time.  
 

 

ABOUT THE OWNER 
Born into the rescue world on April 4th, Vasha 
and siblings have been cared for by their 
momma until recently when she completely 
weaned them leaving them to fend for 
themselves. Preparing for future adoption the 
pups have been socialized with various dogs, 
cats and humans of which all have gotten along. 
Vasha is very independent and because of this 
we know that she will soon be adopted by her 
furever family and taken to her new home 
where she will begin living her best life full of 
love. 

 


